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Save Time and Increase Speed to Market.
We understand that maintaining a high standard in presentation in your store is paramount to your
business success. In fact, the need to maintain the presentation of your clothing and replenish stock
takes many valuable hours of your sales staff time, when ideally selling apparel is your priority.

Plan Your Success
Poor presentation and untidy apparel hanging on racks and not moving is always a big concern for
retailers. The good news is, you can now move stock lines faster, be more competitive and free up
sales staff to do what they do best...selling and clearing stock items ready for the next delivery.

The Vance Clothing Solution
Our focus is on making sure you’re moving stock lines as quickly as possible. Vance Clothing
provides a convenient, multipurpose clothing pressing, finishing, warehousing and delivery solutions
that help you build a sales and profitability strategy.
Unlike other warehousing and distribution companies, our unique (pressing and distribution) facility
increases speed to market and provides the ability to factor in tight supply chain strategies, deliver
inventory into stores and turn over styles quickly.

Our Commitment to Excellence
Nothing else compares to our long-term commitment to exceeding our client’s expectations in
quality and service. Even more importantly, Vance Clothing has strategically positioned the company
as a one stop shop for all your pressing and distribution needs.
Whether you are a small retailer or a large national company, Vance Clothing can provide a tailored
solution to suit your needs. Vance Clothing is continuously engaged in R & D and the purchase of
state of the art equipment.

The Company
Vance Clothing (Pressing and Distribution) was established early in 2007, and is a quickly expanding
business that is a testament to the service and professionalism of the entire team. Vance Clothing
has created significant investment in professional equipment underlying a long-term commitment to
each, and every, valuable Customer. Investments to date include a German Engineered Steam
Tunnel Pressing Machine, a fully Integrated EDI Scanning System, as well as an Automatic Pack and
Bagging Machine and as many more industry critical equipment.

The History
Vance Clothing was first established as a manufacturer of Branded Apparel. Recognising the shifts in
the retail market, Vance embarked on creating a business that specializes in garment detailing, with
services such as sewing and pressing, ticketing, hanging, alterations and general preparation of floor
ready stock.

The Vision
Our Future Vision includes a commitment to continue to improve and expand the range of services
on offer. There are proposals to collaborate with one of the largest Online retail operation to offer a
unique integrated Online distributing service. We are committed to expanding to continue to exceed
all expectations.

Apparel Pressing & Finishing Services
Think About Maximising Garment Sales and Re-Stocking
We’re sure you’ll agree, the retail apparel industry is fast moving, seasonal and inventory needs to be sold and
re-stocked quickly...on time every time.
To benefit our clients, Vance Clothing invests a great deal of time in R & D and the purchase of apparel
pressing and finishing equipment, to dramatically increase productivity and reduces time constraints for our
clients.
More importantly, to maximise the short time frames, our apparel pressing and finishing provides certainty to
clients who require continuity, timely distribution and professional presentation of garments.
Think About Moving Inventory Fast
As a further convenience, our high-performance production lines provide the certainty our clients require,
without compromising on quality or service.
Among other services, Vance Clothing offers an apparel pressing, garment finishing, warehousing and
distribution service that provides:
•
•
•
•

increased speed to market
eliminates time constraints
turn over styles quickly
increase sales and replenish stock items

Steam Tunnel Pressing
Vance Clothing are at the forefront in plant and equipment investment. We pride ourselves on helping our
valued clients stay ahead of fashion cycles by providing certainty, consistency and a high level of quality and
service.
Our state of art high speed Veit Steam Tunnel Pressing Machine handles 1800 garments per hour capacity and
significantly reduces the costs to your business.

Hand Pressing
Vance Clothing offers hand pressing or Hoffman garment pressing and ensures delivery, with both, special care
and the attention to detail required by a fast-moving fashion industry.
In relation to hand pressing it's important to note that today's apparel industry demands the skillset of
specialised staff to process garments to a high standard

Dolly Pressing
We’ve got the solution for every type of garment in today’s market. And today more than ever you need the
full range of pressing and finishing options available to move inventory.
A dolly press consists of a frame which retains its form then compressed air and steam is gently released
through pipes into the form.
A carefully designed pressing form is generally made by heavy canvas fabric and the form is designed
according to the size of body of the garments.
Moreover, dolly pressing is used but not limited to the pressing of jeans, pants, sportswear, T-shirts, pants,
blouses and so on.

Finishing and Reworking
How to Promote Your Garments to Perfection
Increasing costs associated with defective garments that fail to meet quality requirements results
both in lost sales and additional labour costs. Now there’s a solution to eliminating lost income in
relation to garment returns.

Minimise Waste
Vance Clothing understands the fast-changing demands for high quality product without
compromising on quality. We understand that defect minimisation and improving quality and
efficiency is a critical factor for sales efficiency.

Dedicated Team
Vance Clothing have a dedicated team who are committed to handling all apparel with care and
respect. We can re-work all types of garments from delicate garments to daywear garments and we
offer the following reworking services to benefit your business: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Control: Fit, Measure and Reporting
Sorting for Colour Variations, Shading and Fabric Variations
Treatments Services such as Permanent Crushing, Permanent Pressing
Plain Machining
Buttoning, bar tacking, re-sizing and re-hemming
Re-carton, rehanging, price coding.
Complex alterations

A Hassle Free - Convenient Solution
There are several inline and end line checks that are conducted to ensure the accuracy of
measurements and processes.
Garments also undergo a series of finishing procedures from thread cutting to pressing and setting
into shape. But the story does not end here...
The garments are then scanned by quality control personnel who checks each garment with the tech
pack. If the garments show the slightest flaw, it is returned to the line for rework.
Finally, the garments are carefully packaged as per the packing instructions and ready for
warehousing or delivery to a freight forwarder—along with the required documentation.

